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Introduction
Radio for peacebuilding creates radio programmes which seek to inﬂuence the way in which those involved in a
conﬂict interact. As programme makers we can either make a conﬂict worse, usually because we are not clear
enough about our objec-ves, or we can help ﬁnd ways towards a peaceful resolu-on of the conﬂict.
In order to help our community, our region or country ﬁnd and then con-nue along a more peaceful path we have to
target each speciﬁc programme or series towards a par-cular group – the people we want to inﬂuence with these
programmes. This is the target audience.
Imagine that we have spent a long -me researching a subject and crea-ng a series of radio programmes in a post‐
conﬂict zone, which aim to reduce distrust between the former combatants on both sides, but aGer broadcas-ng we
discover that almost no one has listened to the programmes. Is that our fault or the fault of the listeners?
Some of us might be tempted to blame the listeners for not being interested, or might argue that the listeners are
not intelligent enough to understand the programmes. Actually the problem is that we did not consider the target
audience for the programmes carefully enough. In other words, we did not think enough about who the listeners
are, and what kind of programmes they enjoy, where they would be listening, or the -me of day when they are able
to listen to the radio.
Diﬀerent groups of people (gender, age, educa-on, jobs etc.) listen to the radio for diﬀerent reasons and at diﬀerent
-mes. Some listen to learn something new, others to be entertained and relax, or to hear the news. Some people
listen to speciﬁc programmes because they share the values of the programme, they largely agree with what is said
or discussed, or it makes them laugh. Others may listen to the same programme because they disagree, but they
want to understand another's point of view.
Some people only listen to the radio in the early morning, or on their way to work (in a bus, or a taxi, or in their car),
others only listen during the day (at the market, in a cafe, or at work) or in the evening (at home or elsewhere). In
some regions farmers always take their radio to the ﬁelds, in others they always leave them at home while they're
working. Some people may ra-on the amount of -me they listen to the radio in order to save the expense of buying
baQeries, while others have it on all the -me.
These diﬀerent reasons for listening (or not listening), and ways and -mes of listening to the radio are important for
us as broadcasters to know and understand. Only if we know our diﬀerent audiences through and through – the old
and the young, the women and the girls, the men and the disabled – are we able to target our programmes to
par-cular audiences, and ensure that the programmes we present or produce are truly eﬀec-ve.
The aim of this guide is to help us think about the target audiences we want for the programmes we make. Only by
thinking about this can we create beQer programmes which reach and inﬂuence the people we want to reach and
inﬂuence. It does not maQer whether we make simple music shows, or dramas, or kids call‐in programmes, or
discussion and news programmes, if we fail to design them for a speciﬁc audience then we are failing to have the
impact we desire. A radio programme is no good if no one listens to it, and in that case we have failed to have any
real or posi-ve impact in our diﬀerent communi-es.
By the end of this guide readers should be clear about what a target audience is, how to deﬁne one for our
programmes, and how to design a programme so that it has the greatest inﬂuence.
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What is a Target Audience ?
A target audience is the group of people we want to tune in to a speciﬁc programme or series of programmes. It is a
group of people which probably shares many of the same beliefs, the same ideas or the same values, and which may
live or work in similar circumstances and environments.

Listeners to the BBC World Service
will know Network Africa, which the
BBC describes as The breakfast show
for Africa packed with the latest
news, ac-on, sport and music.
Judging by the -me of broadcast,
the way it's presented, the type of
music used, etc., the BBC is targe-ng
an audience comprised of an
educated and largely urban
popula-on living in Africa; people
who listen before they go to work, or
on their way to work.

It is also the group of people we want to inﬂuence with the content of
our programmes. Each programme or programme series is therefore
likely to have a diﬀerent target audience.
Our target audiences and the objec-ves of our programmes are closely
linked. Target audiences are not 'ordinary people' or 'the female
popula-on'. These are far too vague. For almost any type of radio
programme or series wan-ng to change something (an aVtude, a belief,
a behaviour) it is essen-al to iden-fy at least one 'macro' target
audience.

Deﬁning the target audience for a programme as exactly as we can helps
us create programmes in the best way possible. Studying and knowing
our target audience – the way they speak, the things they laugh at, what
they do, the -mes they listen to the radio ‐ will aﬀect the way we present
the programme, the vocabulary we use, the type of music we play, the subject‐maQer, and the way we treat that
subject‐maQer, as well as the length of the programme and the -me it's broadcast.
For example, a radio soap opera set in a rural environment about the struggle of a young woman to raise a family
alone will be targeted at young people, or single mothers who live in rural areas; whereas a hard‐hiVng inves-ga-ve
discussion programme which features government ministers talking about policy issues is targeted at an urban and
more educated audience. Neither group is likely to be interested in the way the ideas and concepts are presented in
the other's programme. At the same -me, it is important to recognize that almost
any subject can be made interes-ng and accessible to almost any target
Under the Moonlight is a
audience. It is just a ques-on of how the subject is presented.
Deﬁning a target audience doesn't mean that we want to exclude other
listeners. It simply means that in terms of this par-cular programme or series of
programmes they are the most important listeners.
A target audience is like the middle of an onion; the other rings around the
middle are other listeners, and it's nice if they want to listen to our programmes
also, but the main people we want to inﬂuence are those in the middle of the
onion – the members of our target audience.

programme targe-ng the elderly
to help them deal with the fast
paced change happening in their
tradi-onal communi-es. Hosted
by two chiefs, Under the
Moonlight usually revolves
around government policy
discussions, before opening up
the telephone line for ques-ons.

Being aware of, and thinking about all these things are ways of making sure that
we reach the people who we most want to inﬂuence, or whose knowledge, aVtudes and behaviour we most want to
change. Failing to study and think about them may mean that we waste our -me, and create a programme which no
one listens to because it's broadcast at the wrong -me, or because the language we use is not appropriate to our
target audience. And only if we have deﬁned our target audience will be know what -me they listen, and what kind of
language they use and understand.
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What we can say to a young man of 25 living in the city, and what we can say to a grandmother living in the village is
diﬀerent. That doesn't mean that we cannot discuss the same subjects with both groups of people, but we do have to
approach those subjects in diﬀerent ways if we are to keep their interest and their involvement.
Being aware of, and thinking about all these things are ways of making sure that we reach the people who we most
want to inﬂuence, or whose knowledge, aVtudes and behaviour we most want to change. Failing to study and think
about them may mean that we waste our -me, and create a programme which no one listens to because it's
broadcast at the wrong -me, or because the language we use is not appropriate to our target audience. And only if
we have deﬁned our target audience will be know what -me they listen, and what kind of language they use and
understand.
What we can say to a young man of 25 living in the city, and what we can say to a grandmother living in the village is
diﬀerent. That doesn't mean that we cannot discuss the same subjects with both groups of people, but we do have to
approach those subjects in diﬀerent ways if we are to keep their interest and their involvement.
Our programmes will be much more eﬀec-ve if we have a speciﬁc target audience. Trying to make a programme for
the en-re popula-on of a country, a village or even all the members of a single family, is challenging and can dilute
the impact of our programmes, meaning that we may waste a lot of -me and eﬀort and money. For instance, if we
think about our community, it quickly becomes clear that diﬀerent members of the community are interested in
diﬀerent things; they don't even agree about what kind of music they like, let alone the subjects they feel are
important and they discuss things in diﬀerent ways.

Primary & Secondary Target Audiences
Some radio professionals talk about primary and secondary target audiences. So for example, a primary target
audience for a series of programmes on domes-c violence might be the women who are most aﬀected by domes-c
violence. That doesn't mean that we don't want other women and men to listen also, but our objec-ve is to give
them ways of coping or dealing with the violence, so we need to tailor our programmes to be as interes-ng and
aQrac-ve as possible to that group in par-cular.
The secondary target audience for the same programme could be young men aged 18‐35, because aGer research
we've discovered that most domes-c violence is commiQed by men in that age group, so we need to think about
them also and ﬁnd ways of helping them to understand beQer the physical and psychological impact of such violence
on the lives of their wives, sisters and children.
Another example is a programme about the peace process which is targeted at a primary audience of urban poor,
allowing them to comment on the process and to state what they see as being important. A secondary target
audience for the same programme could be more educated members of the popula-on whose points of view and
concerns are already taken into account.
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Deﬁning a Target Audience
In conﬂict and post‐conﬂict environments targe-ng a speciﬁc audience is even more important, partly because it's
so diﬃcult to make any programmes in such an environment.
Rumours and misinforma-on are oGen major contributors to a conﬂict,
helping to maintain and to feed hatreds, suspicions and fear. Such rumours
and misinforma-on are oGen fed to a par-cular community or group, in
the hope of crea-ng a backlash or a violent reac-on.
For example, when a government or even the United Na-ons undertakes a
large policy ini-a-ve, say for instance a disarmament and re‐integra-on
programme, there will be some people who have a poli-cal and/or
ﬁnancial interest in ensuring that the ini-a-ve fails.
Such people will spread false informa-on and rumours about the policy
ini-a-ve, sugges-ng that it’s a trick, or that it cannot work for one reason
or another. Their inten-on is to confuse people. So in this situa-on it's
essen-al that radio sta-ons broadcast very clear and truthful informa-on
about how the ini-a-ve will work, who is involved, etc. in diﬀerent ways to
diﬀerent audiences.

In Sierra Leone massive
amounts of money and -me
were being spent on a
decentraliza-on programme so
as to make government more
accountable to the people. But
no one, not even the World
Bank (which was paying), had
thought to inform the majority
of the people in ways which
they could understand this
ini-a-ve. This was a failure to
think about diﬀerent target
audiences.

In Burundi, during the conﬂict,
Search for Common Ground's
Studio Ijambo speciﬁcally set out to
ﬁnd out the truth about events
quickly and broadcast it to the
community aﬀected so that
rumours did not have the chance to
circulate and so make the situa-on
even more diﬃcult and dangerous.
The primary target audience for
such programmes was the young
men who formed the mili-as which
roamed the streets taking it on
themselves to exact revenge or to
punish those they'd heard were
'guilty'.

The former combatants themselves
need to understand clearly what the process is, and how it will work in
prac-se, as well as who to tell if there are problems. The soldiers in the
regular army also need to understand what their responsibili-es are, and how
they are expected to respond to those they have so recently been ﬁgh-ng.
The people who are supposed to welcome, or at least accept the former
combatants back into their communi-es will probably need to be convinced
that they are not going to be murdered in their beds. They too must
understand the process of disarmament, what is expected of them, and who
to speak to if there are diﬃcul-es.
Other examples include the enforcement of local tax collec-on, or the
decentraliza-on of government and local par-cipa-on in decision‐making.
Both of which may become impossible if they're not explained to the
popula-on properly.
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Diﬀerent Voices
Clearly though, we cannot explain to rural villagers what's going on in the same way that we explain the process to
middle class city dwellers. Their poli-cal and social environments are very diﬀerent and we have to make what we say
relevant to them, as individuals, so they know, for instance, what tax collec-on will mean for them. So they
understand why taxes are necessary, and how they can ensure that the money collected is spent properly, i.e. on the
things which they need and want, rather than on the things which poli-cians think they need and want, or on things
which poli-cians like to spend money on.

Speciﬁc Example:
Imagine we’re trying to make people aware of a new health care policy for lacta-ng and expectant
women, which the government has introduced recently. The people who need to understand the policy,
and what it means for them, are women and men in both rural and urban environments. Through our
programmes we want to help the women themselves understand how the policy will help them, the
mothers to understand so that they can help their daughters, and the husbands to understand why it's
important to support their wives in using the new health care oﬀering, the brothers and sons, the
fathers ... That may mean that we need to make three diﬀerent types of programmes, so as to ensure
that we are reaching all three diﬀerent target audiences. At the same -me, we need to be aware that
the understanding and expecta-ons of rural and of urban women are diﬀerent, and we have to make
sure that we don't alienate one or other by discussing the subject in a way which they don't understand
or which is irrelevant to them and their environment.
That is not to say that our radio programmes should become propaganda mouthpieces for the government, the UN or
anyone else – we must always maintain a healthy skep-cism – but it is also our duty to inform listeners about things
which will aﬀect their lives, in ways which they understand.
Deﬁning a target audience means that we have a beQer idea about how best to make our programmes, so that they
reach and are understood by the people who we believe most need to understand. For example, if we want to
inﬂuence young, urban men to leave their weapons at home when they go out ‐ rather than pick up a weapon
automa-cally when they leave the house – then using lots of rural expressions is not appropriate. Neither is lecturing
them about the dangers of guns, or how evil they are. If we do that then the young urban men we want to inﬂuence
will turn the radio oﬀ immediately, meaning that we have lost our chance of opening a dialogue with them, or of
inﬂuencing them in any way. Instead we need to create a programme to which these young men enjoy listening, to
which they want to listen. We have to build up trust between ourselves and this target audience. Only once that trust
has been built, by making programmes which they enjoy and respect, can we start raising diﬃcult subjects like
weapons. Only then are they likely to keep listening if we or anyone else on the programme suggests that leaving
weapons at home is an op-on which they could consider.
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Equally, if we want to encourage children’s rights and protec-on by helping children understand the laws and their
rights, our programmes will be ineﬀec-ve if we use a lot of long words and diﬃcult legal expressions. Instead we will
need to talk like they do, use words which they understand, and appeal to their emo-ons. At the same -me, using a
young presenter with a voice which they can relate to, like those of their peers, means that we will be beQer able to
pull them in as listeners.
So deﬁning a target audience for our programme helps us decide how to speak, what words to use, what music to play,
what subjects to discuss, and how to discuss them; how fast to speak, how oGen to change rhythm or to play music, as
well as how much complexity to bring in.
Deﬁning our target audience also helps us decide who should present the programme, and how s/he should present it.
Listeners are usually most interested in listening to people who sound like them, so if we have a clear idea about who
our target audience is we will be beQer able to ﬁnd a presenter, and to invite guests who sound like them, who
understand their idiom and their lives.
In a conﬂict or post‐conﬂict environment par-cularly, special aQen-on needs to be paid to percep-ons about diﬀerent
voices, or where the informa-on is coming from. In such environments we have to be very careful and very aware of
how to present informa-on for the target audience in a way which gives them conﬁdence in it. And to be able to do
that we have to understand our target audience properly. If we haven't deﬁned one, then we cannot understand it.
All types of conﬂict, from a family argument to a full‐blown violent war, are very complex, and if we want to help shiG
conﬂict in posi-ve direc-ons we need to be very certain of what we're doing and how to do it. Deﬁning our target
audience is one very important step in this direc-on.

Speciﬁc Example:
Search for Common Ground in Sierra Leone decided to make a radio programme targe-ng
former child soldiers in Sierra Leone called Golden Kids News. Choosing a presenter was
diﬃcult because it had to be someone who really understood and could empathise with
the plight of those former child soldiers who were supposed to return home, but who were
afraid to return to the communi-es which, in some cases, they had terrorised. The ﬁnal
choice of presenter was a young man who had been a child soldier himself. It became a
very successful programme, partly because the presenter knew the problems which the
target audience faced, and could talk about these problems from his own personal
experience, as well as speaking in the same way the target audience spoke.
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Target Audience and Target Group
We also need to remember that the target audience and the target group for our programmes don’t always have to
be the same, although they usually are.
For example, if we want to help ensure girls get access to educa-on, we may decide that grandmothers should be
the target audience for our programmes because they have the most inﬂuence over the educa-on of girls in the
family. So although our target group is girls, in the sense that our inten-on is to increase girls' access to educa-on,
we choose grandmothers as our target audience because ul-mately they are the ones who decide whether the girls
con-nue their educa-on or not. Unless we convince the grandmothers we will not be able to achieve our objec-ve.
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Target Audiences in the Context of Conﬂict
Before deciding on the target audience for a programme series in the context of a violent conﬂict we need to do a
number of other things ﬁrst.
First, we need to decide what the conﬂict is really about. The answer to that may seem obvious if we are involved
in the conﬂict on one side or another – it's about those people over there aQacking us without reason, or it's
about that group of foreigners trying to take something away from us. But our analysis needs to go deeper than
this. We need to dig out all the actors' deepest mo-va-ons for engaging in violence, ﬁnd out what it is which really
drives them to take part in the conﬂict.
Conﬂict Tree
A good way of doing this is to create a 'conﬂict tree' with a group of your colleagues as it is quite a hard thing to do
by yourself, and one person alone is likely to miss things which a group would ﬁnd.
Draw the outline of a tree on a big sheet of paper. Ask colleagues to help think of words represen-ng the root
causes of the conﬂict, and write them down among the roots of the tree; probably things like 'lack of access to
resources', 'poverty', 'ignorance', 'corrup-on' – there will be many others.
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Next, along the trunk of the tree write words which describe the core problem of the conﬂict. This refers to the
speciﬁc issues and diﬀerences between the par-cipants in the conﬂict. So words like 'religious diﬀerences' or
'prejudice' are likely to appear. Again get more ideas from colleagues for problems which are fed by the roots.
Finally, write the end results or consequences of the conﬂict on the leaves, ﬂowers and fruit. So we might put down
words like 'pain' and 'closure of schools' or 'refugees'. Take -me to do this conﬂict tree. It is not a ﬁve minute ac-vity,
but something which can easily take an aGernoon if it's done properly. In the long term it will save us -me.
Now we have the conﬂict tree we can discuss what we've wriQen down with our colleagues. Are there things which
should be added, or changed? Remembering that the diﬀerences between roots, trunk and leaves are not so great –
each one leads into the other, so there may be overlap. It may be worth
thinking about whether a diﬀerent group of people, perhaps on the
A long running radio soap opera in one
other side of the conﬂict, analyze it diﬀerently and come up with a
African country had to keep shiGing its
diﬀerent tree?
This tree will help us think about target audiences for our
programmes, but ﬁrst we have to write down all the diﬀerent
individuals and groups we can think of which are involved or
implicated in the conﬂict at diﬀerent levels. So we have the
government, the army, the police, poli-cians, the armed opposi-on
movement(s), mili-as, criminal gangs, foreign governments, arms
dealers, etc. etc. Once we start lis-ng them we'll ﬁnd that there are
many diﬀerent people involved in diﬀerent ways.
So we've done all this work, and now it should be easier for us to
decide what subject we want to tackle in our programme –
something which is relevant to the conﬂict. This could be a subject
like exclusion, lack of access to resources, or lack of poli-cal
representa-on.

objec-ves, and therefore its target
audience, as the conﬂict changed and
developed; went from outright war
through nego-a-ons and a peace
process, through the disarmament,
rehabilita-on and reintegra-on of the
opposi-on forces, un-l eventually the
refugees were conﬁdent enough to
begin to return home from across the
borders. Each of these developments
meant that the objec-ves of the
programme shiGed slightly, and so the
target audience had to be reconsidered
at each stage.

Now we have a subject, and a list of all the diﬀerent people involved in the conﬂict, we need to think about our radio
sta-on; where it is, and who listens to it. That will help us deﬁne our target audience more closely and decide what we
are going to try to help them understand. What new knowledge, or aVtudes or behavior we want to encourage with
our programme – always remembering the importance of working within the target audience's Zone of Proximal
Development (see above).
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Deﬁning and Re‐deﬁning a Target Audience
Target audiences can be deﬁned by age, gender, physical area (rural/urban), ac-vity (farmers or health workers for
instance), income, educa-on, aVtudes and beliefs, or by a combina-on of these things. For instance, we could
deﬁne a target group in the following way; 30‐50 year old Muslim women who live in the Kibera area of Nairobi.
We must always be clear about why we have made these decisions and choices, not simply choose and deﬁne a
target audience at random.
It takes a lot of thought, prepara-on and research to deﬁne a target audience properly. It can usually help to go and
talk to those who we want to inﬂuence with our programme series, the people we think of as our target audience,
in order to ﬁnd out when they listen to the radio, what programmes they listen to, what they like about those
programmes, what music they like, and so on. In that way we can build up a clearer picture of who they are and
how to aQract them to our programmes.
Once we have done this, and are clear about who we are targe-ng, it also helps to write out the target audience
deﬁni-on and pin it to the wall where the programmes are prepared, so that as we work on the programmes we
are reminded of exactly who we are targe-ng.
When a programme is up and running, during editorial mee-ngs and other planning sessions, as new topics are
chosen for the programme each week or each month, we need to keep checking that we are s-ll making a
programme which is interes-ng and aQrac-ve to our target audience; that we remember their likes and dislikes,
their hopes and fears, and the environment in which they live. If we forget these things then we risk losing our
audience, and therefore was-ng our -me.
Of course, a long series of programmes can have a mul-tude of diﬀerent target audiences over a period of -me. As
situa-ons and conﬂicts change and mutate we need to keep up, and if necessary re‐deﬁne our target audience too.
This is par-cularly true in violent conﬂicts which may go through many stages, and shapes as the par-cipants
change, alliances form or fall apart, a peace process moves forward or collapse, and interna-onal involvement
increases or wanes.
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Developing Ideas Listeners Will Follow
We also need to decide the level of the language we use, and the complexity of the content. And we can only do
that successfully if we have deﬁned, and know our target audience well. A Russian educa-onal drama-st called Lev
Vygotsky iden-ﬁed something he called the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD ‐ see image below), which is a
rather pompous way of explaining that there is a limit to how much and how quickly we can expect the target
audience to change their ideas or behavior. Again that means that we have to know what they know and think
about our subject already, and how that inﬂuences their behavior. If we present them with informa-on, ideas or
aVtudes that are too far away from the way they understand the subject, then they are unlikely to learn anything
from our programme. In fact they may simply turn the radio oﬀ.
People are usually willing to consider and try out new knowledge, ideas and behavior as long as it's not too far away
from what they already know and the way they behave now. And research also shows that people ﬁnd it easier to
grasp and appreciate a new idea or aVtude if it is linked to things they already know and understand.
So if we're too ambi-ous (outside the zone), and are aiming for too drama-c or sudden a change (like sugges-ng to
those young men in the ﬁrst programme that they should leave their weapons at home) then whatever we say is
likely to be rejected as irrelevant or incomprehensible – it will not appear logical or truthful to the target audience.
On the other hand if we make a programme which is well within our target audience's comfort zone then they
probably will not learn much either, because we will not be challenging their views at all.

!
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Improving Communica9on In Conﬂict & Post‐Conﬂict Environments
The ZPD provides a clear explana-on of why it's important to start from where the target audience is and take
them a few steps further. We must make sure we know where our target audience is in terms of knowledge, belief,
agreed reali-es etc., or we will be unable to create a programme for them which takes them further, which
encourages them to ques-on their behavior.
So a key ﬁrst part of designing a new programme, aGer determining the target audience, is ﬁguring out where the
target audience stands in terms of exis-ng knowledge and experience, and how many steps forward our
programme will be able to take them.
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To help us cover all of the points discussed above for determining a target audience, we have provided a checklist
to help. This is a checklist of things which we need to consider when making a programme, any programme. They
are all to do with being certain about what we are trying to achieve, and then knowing, deﬁning and
understanding our target audience's likes and preferences.
1. What is our objec-ve with this programme or series, in other words what do
we want to achieve? We need to write this down in very clear language. If we
cannot express it clearly then we cannot expect our target audience to
understand it.
2. In order to achieve this objec-ve who should our target audience be
(remembering that there can be a diﬀerence between our target audience and
our target group – see above). We also need to be sure that we will be able to
inﬂuence this group of people – or are their minds already made up on this
subject? For instance, we may want to stop people buying weapons, but
targe-ng the arms dealers is unlikely to achieve anything because they are
more interested in making money than anything else.
3. Is there a secondary target audience which we could think about?

In the compe--ve
environment of urban FM
sta-ons in much of Africa each
FM sta-on will try to ﬁnd its
own speciﬁc target audience.
So, for example, Y FM in
Gauteng, South Africa became
immensely popular and
successful in the late 1990s
because its founders realized
that no other sta-ons were
playing a type of popular
street music called Kwaito,
which young people loved.

4. While deﬁning our target audience we need to ask ourselves whether this target audience listens to our radio
sta-on. If it's not a group which listens to our radio sta-on then we need to ﬁnd another way of approaching the
subject, and a diﬀerent target audience.
5. Once the target audience is deﬁned clearly, and we're sure they listen to our radio sta-on, we should ﬁnd
answers to the ques-ons below. If we can not answer these ques-ons then we need to do some research, we
need to go out and ﬁnd members of this target audience and ask them these ques-ons;
• What -me of day do they listen to the radio most aQen-vely?
• What type of programme (format) is most likely to aQact them (i.e. a fast‐
moving discussion programme, or a drama, or a magazine programme, or
something else)?
• What kind of language should we use (i.e, are they an educated audience or
not, are they rural or urban, are they old or young, rich or poor)?
• Who do they feel are the most reliable sources of knowledge, informa-on
and ideas on this subject (i.e. government oﬃcials, or members of their own
peer group, or academics, or someone else)?
• What kind of music do they most enjoy?
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Target Audiences

6. The next ques-on is how many programmes around this subject we need to make in order to fully explore the
subject and the issues with our target audience?
And to do this we need to remember a number of things:
• People do not learn simply by being told, they need to see it, understand it and believe it;
• People learn through repe--on and example (think about something you learnt, and remember how you
learnt it and how long it took before you really started to act on that informa-on);
• There are innumerable ways of approaching and exploring the same subject, so we must not imagine that we
will achieve anything with one programme – half our audience will be doing something else anyway, and are
likely to miss the programme, so we have to give them several chances to, a) hear the informa-on, and b) take
it in, or understand and believe it.

Program Design
Now we've answered all these ques-ons we can start to design our programmes, in the near certain knowledge
that we have done all we can in terms of planning.
The next stage of course is actually making the programmes in the way we've designed them, using the
informa-on and the ideas we've gathered to create a programme which is clear about its objec-ve and who it's
targe-ng.
The danger is that having done all this work we then simply forget about it, and go back to making the kind of
programmes we have always made in the past.
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Target Audiences
Challenges and answers
What are the main challenges programme makers have faced, and the solu-ons they have found, with trying to target
a speciﬁc audience?
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Conclusion
Conclusion
As programme makers we have tremendous power and inﬂuence, and therefore we also have an enormous
responsibility to use that power in posi-ve ways. Making radio programmes is not simply a maQer of broadcas-ng
something.
Unfortunately some programme makers seem to believe that making programmes is all about them. They think that
the important thing is to use the radio in their own interests, and to make a lot of noise which has no purpose. Even a
straighsorward entertainment programme must have some kind of reason for being, and a target audience which has
been researched.
When we make a programmes we should be able to imagine our target audience, and we should speak directly to
them. We should be able to imagine their reac-on to what is said or discussed, to know what they'll laugh at, and
what they might ﬁnd shocking. And we must be able to hold a conversa-on with them, using a vocabulary and an
idiom which they understand and enjoy.
That does not mean that we necessarily have to make things simple for a target audience with low educa-onal level.
Simply because they leG school when they were young does not mean they cannot understand complex issues.
Almost the worst thing a programme maker can do is patronize, or speak down to the audience. And in fact, everyone
enjoys a challenge every now and again, so using some words or expressions which are unfamiliar may have posi-ve
consequences, raising the level of interest, and sparking discussion among the target audience. But even this must be
planned.
Even so, all the members of one target audience will not be at exactly the same educa-onal level. Nor will they have
all had exactly the same life experiences, or even be the same age, but the majority of them may think in the same
way, and they may even have very similar ideas or aVtudes about the issue we want to discuss.
In fact, we should plan every moment of every programme, and we can only do that successfully if we know, a) what
we're trying to achieve with this par-cular programme, and b) who our target audience are.
Even when it's diﬃcult to plan because of the format ‐ like with call‐in programmes – we can plan what to do under
diﬀerent circumstances; what to say if someone calls and starts insul-ng our guests, or the President. And to know
what kind of ques-ons or issues will encourage our listeners to call the programme, we need to know who they are,
what they like, what they don't like, what their problems and their dreams are.
This guide is designed to help us all make beQer programmes, by being sure about what we want to achieve, so that
we can decide how best to reach this objec-ve. And one of the steps along that route is to deﬁne our target audience,
so that we can design our programme around their likes and dislikes, rather than around our own likes and dislikes.
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Notes

Search for Common Ground
Founded in 1982, Search for Common Ground works to transform the way the world deals with conﬂict away from
adversarial approaches and towards collabora-ve problem solving. We work with local partners to ﬁnd culturally
appropriate means to strengthen socie-es capacity to deal with conﬂicts construc-vely: to understand the diﬀerences
and act on the commonali-es.

Radio for Peacebuilding Africa
Search for Common Grounds Radio for Peacebuilding Africa is a rapidly growing project working in 20 African countries
to increase the knowledge and skills of radio broadcasters, par-cularly youth radio broadcasters, in fair and balanced
repor-ng. The project aims to improve the communica-on ﬂow between government oﬃcials, policy makers, the
press and civil society. For more informa-on, visit our website at
:<hXp://www.radiopeaceafrica.org>.
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